Sakai 2.6.2 and 2.5.6 Jira Candidates
This an active list of JIRA issues under consideration for inclusion in Sakai 2.6.2 and 2.5.6.
For a list of relevant JIRA filters, see http://confluence.sakaiproject.org/display/REL/Jira+Issue+filters+%282.6%2C+2.5%29

Sakai 2.6.2
Release date: 1st week Dec. 2009
Proposer

Candidate

Matthew
Jones

Comments

SAK-16963 - Problem with gradebook service if
points are null

Noah
Botimer

CLOSED

SAK-16863 - Error when saving page in Freeform
Portfolio

Adam
Marshall

Review
Meeting
Decision 200912-08

MJ: Merged to 2.6.x at 69734 12/11. Run at Michigan in production since
September. Needed for mneme.

JFL: isn't it already merged into 2.6.x, see 09-Nov-2009

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release

This is causing us big problems - lots of people print out the schedule and
distribute it and now all the times are wrong so they cant do this
anymore.
JFL: I think it's critical, not just major
2009-12-09: Merged to 2.6.x at r69609

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release

We've also had complaints about this issue (to a lesser degree).
JFL: brings again the question of who is maintaining Portal, at least
Megan is lead on "View As"

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
-1 to 2.6.2 release

CLOSED

SAK-17204 - Printable schedule - weekly view
shows incorrect times and durations for events
CLOSED

SAK-17048 - Roleswap is allowed even when site
CLOSED

is unpublished.

(need maint
team)
JeanFrançois
Lévêque

no reason to keep it out of 2.6 if it gets into 2.5 (see 2.5.6)

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release

no reason to keep it out of 2.6 if it gets into 2.5 (see 2.5.6)

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release

no reason to keep it out of 2.6 if it gets into 2.5 (see 2.5.6)

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release
(pending Kernel
review)

no reason to keep it out of 2.6 if it gets into 2.5 (see 2.5.6)
2009-12-09: may require commits for all tasks under

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release
(pending Kernel
review)

SAK-14351 - Jira project doesn't
exist or you don't have permission to
view it.

/

KNL-306 - Jira project doesn't
exist or you don't have permission to
view it.

SAK-13693 - make 'access servlet' use files from
local skins folder

CLOSED

SAK-13675 - Adding New Items Scrambles
Custom Order in Resources

CLOSED

/
SAK-39657 - Adding New Items Scrambles
Custom Order in Resources

CLOSED

SAK-14261 - BasicAuth contains sun jvm class
CLOSED

SAK-39714 - Convert dependencies on org.sakaiproject.util.
commonscodec to Apache commons-codec

/

may be too much per messages on sakai-dev
SAK-39834 - Remove Sakai-specific BASE64
decoding in BasicAuth

CLOSED

CLOSED

SAK-16838 - Uploading a file through
Attachments helper loads the body into memory
CLOSED

no reason to keep it out of 2.6 if it gets into 2.5 (see 2.5.6)
SLT: requires a new K1 1.0.x build for inclusion
Involves an API change and may not be appropriate for maintenance
release

-1 to 2.6.x merge
-1 to 2.6.2 release

see 2.5.6 below

depends on
status of KNL-213
in K1 1.0.13

fixes a possible regression

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release
(pending
followup?)

(see 2.5.6)

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release

ran in 2.5 at Oxford (see 2.5.6)
2009-12-09: Both merged to 2.6.x at r69612

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release

merged into 2.6.x branch

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release

on 2.6.x merge list (messages on sakai-dev seem to indicate patch might
work)

+1 to 2.6.x
merge
+1 to 2.6.2
release
(pending fix
confirmation)

related to

NOT REVIEWED

Mention in 2.6.2
Rel Notes

/
SAK-39666 - Add methods to stream
attachments rather than load into memory

CLOSED

SAK-13532 - International characters in
attachment names causing problems

CLOSED

/
SAK-38593 - BaseResourceEdit return non urlencoded urls

CLOSED

SAK-17536 - Default configuration needed for
SAK-16747 to work without a regression from 2.5
CLOSED

Seth
Theriault

SAK-15657 - Permission checking for
CLOSED

attachments is too restrictive
/

SAK-39179 - Permission checking for
CLOSED

attachments is too restrictive
and

SAK-15571 - Public Syllabus item attachments
inaccessible to anonymous users

CLOSED

SAK-16304 - Federating provider doesn't test if
debug is enabled before concating strings for log
messages

CLOSED

and
SAK-16303 - Federating provider doesn't search
CLOSED

next provider users by email.

SAK-17430 - Comment out myfaces.zone.apache.
org repo

CLOSED

SAK-17414 - Administration Workspace ->
Realms tool doesn't need CourseManagement
CLOSED

From Jira

SAK-38583 - ID / EID cache will become
corrupted if EID has mixed-case characters in
SAKAI_USER_ID_MAP

CLOSED

SAK-12705 - Unexpectedly mixed-case EIDs reported by UDP
result in orphaned SAKAI_USER_ID_MAP records

CLOSED

and
SAK-38717 - User Directory Service does not
clean provider-supplied EID

CLOSED

SAK-17512 - NullPointerException in Calendar
tool after Assignment tool removed from site
CLOSED

Sakai 2.5.6
Release date: 1st week Dec. 2009

(see 2.5.6)
JIRA reports success with KNL-263; KNL-261 may be moot
SLT: mail out to sakai-dev and production

merged to 2.6.x at r69681 by Beth K.

NOT REVIEWED

Proposer

Seth
Theriault

Candidate

Comments

SAK-13714 - encoding changes during creation of new
PostEm feedback

CLOSED

Review
Meeting
Decision 200912-08

fixes a problem in 2.5.x (testing at Columbia for January
2010)
JFL: +1 if tests are fine
SLT: looks OK
2009-12-09: Merged to 2.5.x at r69614

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

ran in 2.5 at Oxford (testing at Columbia for January 2010)
JFL: +1 if tests are fine
SLT: looks OK; should be put on 2.5.x merge list

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

ran in 2.5 at Oxford (testing at Columbia for January 2010).
Not sure if how complicated it is for 2.5.
JFL: +1 if tests are fine
SLT: looks OK; should be put on 2.5.x merge list

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

longstanding bug for 2.5.x (testing at Columbia for January
2010)
JFL: +1 if tests are fine
SLT: looks OK; should be put on 2.5.x merge list

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

will run at Columbia in January 2010. It's already fixed in

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

SAK-14351 - Jira project doesn't exist or
you don't have permission to view it.

SAK-13693 - make 'access servlet' use files from local skins
folder

CLOSED

SAK-13675 - Adding New Items Scrambles Custom Order
in Resources

CLOSED

SAK-14261 - BasicAuth contains sun jvm class

CLOSED

SAK-39834 - Remove Sakai-specific BASE64 decoding
in BasicAuth

CLOSED

and included in the K1 1.1 beta.
JFL: +1 if tests are fine
SLT: looks OK; on 2.5.x merge list
SAK-12551 - Calendar iCal export doesn't delete old alias
when new alias is created

CLOSED

SAK-16838 - Uploading a file through Attachments helper
loads the body into memory

CLOSED

is possible (testing at Columbia for January 2010)
JFL: +1 if tests are fine
SLT: looks OK; on 2.5.x merge list

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

Involves an API change and may not be appropriate for
maintenance release
has a fix in JIRA for 2.5.2, although 2.5 is not on the affected
versions list. It's already fixed in

-1 to 2.5.x merge
-1 to 2.5.6 release
Highlight in 2.5.6
Rel Notes
possible for future
2.5 release

SAK-39666 - Add methods to stream attachments
rather than load into memory

CLOSED

and included in the K1 1.1 beta; would require a new K1 1.0.x
build.
JFL: +1 if tests are fine
SLT: testing at Columbia for January 2010
SAK-13532 - International characters in attachment names
causing problems

is also on the list for local testing, but problems noted in

CLOSED

-1 to 2.5.x merge
-1 to 2.5.6 release

SAK-38593 - BaseResourceEdit return non url-encoded
urls

CLOSED

are making me jumpy.
JFL: -1 until we have good news from kernel, +1 and merge
also into 2.6 if we have good news
SLT: Removed from Columbia build
SAK-12536 - remove provider associations when site is
deleted

fixed in 2.6.0 release, merged into 2.5.x branch

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

fixed in 2.6.0 release, merged into 2.5.x branch

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

both have fixes in JIRA for 2.5.x.

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

CLOSED

SAK-11377 - 'Add a course(s) and/or section(s) not listed
above...' should check if course/section already has worksite
CLOSED

SAK-15657 - Permission checking for attachments is too
restrictive

CLOSED

SAK-15657 - Permission checking for attachments is
too restrictive

and
SAK-15571 - Public Syllabus item attachments inaccessible
to anonymous users

CLOSED

was committed to K1 trunk on 15-Nov-2009 and

CLOSED

SAK-15571 - Public Syllabus item attachments
inaccessible to anonymous users

CLOSED

has been on the 2.5.x merge list since April 2009
SLT: testing at Columbia for January 2010
2009-12-09: Both merged to 2.5.x at r69618

ran in 2.5 at Oxford (testing at Columbia for January 2010)
NOTE: Columbia is using a consolidated patch for

SAK-16304 - Federating provider doesn't test if debug is
enabled before concating strings for log messages

CLOSED

SAK-16304 - Federating provider doesn't test if debug
is enabled before concating strings for log messages

and

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

CLOSED

and

SAK-16303 - Federating provider doesn't search next
provider users by email.

CLOSED

SAK-16303 - Federating provider doesn't search next
provider users by email.

CLOSED

for simplicity because of patch dependencies
2009-12-09: Both merged to 2.5.x at r69613
SAK-17430 - Comment out myfaces.zone.apache.org repo

tested at Columbia; merged into 2.5.x branch

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

running in production at Columbia since August 2009; already
merged in 2.6.0
Joshua Swink, UC Merced: Not fixed in 2.6.0 (via Jira)
SLT: no ill effects at Columbia, but no improvement seen
either

need further
opinion even if not
harmful

see 2.6.2 above
BK (via Jira): Affects 2.5.x as well
SLT: testing at Columbia for January 2010
2009-12-09: Merged to 2.5.x at r69611

+1 to 2.5.x merge
+1 to 2.5.6
release

changes were once committed to 2.5.x, but then reverted.

-1 to 2.5.x merge
-1 to 2.5.6 release
(needs further
review)

the original merge request was for

-1 to 2.5.x merge
-1 to 2.5.6 release
(revert all merges)

CLOSED

SAK-27700 - Local node can get into inconsistent state
RESOLVED

Adam
Marshall

SAK-17204 - Printable schedule - weekly view shows
incorrect times and durations for events

CLOSED

SAK-13672 - Ambiguous getter for "category" property of
Assignment domain class

From Jira

CLOSED

SAK-14390 - Renaming chat tool makes it unselected in
Site Info-Edit Tools

CLOSED

SAK-14390 - Renaming chat tool makes it unselected in
Site Info-Edit Tools

SAK-7209 - Allow multiple instances of new tools

CLOSED

new feature)
SAK-14385 - code refactoring: remove redundant code
dealing with add/edit site tools

CLOSED

CLOSED

(
, but it requires the others to work; all merged into 2.5.x
branch
SLT: As of 2009-12-07, these changes make 2.5.x unusable
Zhen Qian concurs with decision to revert (2009-12-08)
2009-12-09: All changes reverted as of r69632

SAK-12523 - remove unused strings from bundles in sitemanage

CLOSED

SAK-13390 - need better way to handle navigation history
among templates

CLOSED

SAK-16628 - i18n problem with buttons in Page Order
CLOSED

SAK-12705 - Unexpectedly mixed-case EIDs reported by
UDP result in orphaned SAKAI_USER_ID_MAP records

CLOSED

may be fixed 2.6.0 release (see above), on 2.5.x merge list
SLT: mail out to sakai-dev and production

NOT REVIEWED

